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Abstract

To avoid disease, people should maintain close ties with ingroup members but maintain distance from outgroup members who possess
novel pathogens. Consistent with this disease-avoidance hypothesis, pathogenic stimuli, as well as increased personal vulnerability to
disease, are associated with xenophobic and ethnocentric attitudes. Researchers assume that this disease-avoidance process is an automatic
emotional response that compels negative attitudes and behavioral avoidance. However, when outgroup contact can represent fitness costs or
benefits, and when group membership is an uncertain cue to infection risk, it becomes a fitness advantage for a social perceiver to track
group membership and thus infection risk. Given that accents can be a cue to group membership, we predicted that the perception of
linguistic similarity to ingroup speakers and dissimilarity from outgroup speakers would increase with individual differences in pathogen
disgust, and that this association would be most apparent when threat of disease was salient. This hypothesis was confirmed in two
experiments. Further, the mechanism was domain specific—disgust due to sexual acts and moral violations did not moderate perceived
linguistic distance. The disease-avoidance mechanism is not just an automatic disgust-based reaction; it also operates through the cognitive
appraisal of social distance.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Social animals possess adaptations for the recognition and
avoidance of contagious diseases (Hart, 1990). For example,
bullfrog tadpoles identify diseased conspecifics via chemical
cues and swim away from them (Kiesecker, Skelly, Beard, &
Preisser, 1999); Caribbean spiny lobsters avoid the dens of
those infected with a virus, even before the host becomes
infectious (Behringer, Butler, & Shields, 2006); and chimpan-
zees shun and exhibit fear reactions to conspecifics who display
symptoms of disease (Goodall, 1986). Likewise, humans
stigmatize (Bishop, Alva, Cantu, & Rittiman, 1991) and
maintain physical distance (Mooney, Conn, & Swift, 1992)
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from people who are believed to harbor infectious diseases (see
Kurzban & Leary, 2001; Oaten, Stevenson, & Case, 2009).

Research on humans suggests that disgust is an automatic
emotional mechanism that evolved to enable disease avoid-
ance (Curtis & Biran, 2001; Oaten et al., 2009; Rozin, Haidt,
& McCauley, 2000). Indeed, blood, vomit, and people with
fevers evoke automatic disgust reactions (Curtis, Aunger, &
Rabie, 2004). Further, the disgust response is hypervigilant to
disease cues and is stronger in some individuals than in others
(Faulkner, Schaller, Park, & Duncan, 2004; Haidt, McCauley,
& Rozin, 1994; Tybur, Lieberman, & Griskevicius, 2009). For
example, the more that people perceive themselves as
vulnerable to disease, the more negative their attitudes are
towards people who have disease-connoting physical features
such as disabilities (Park, Faulkner, & Schaller, 2003) and
obesity (Park, Schaller, & Crandall, 2007).

Humans also use group membership to track infection
risk. The assumption here is that it is fitness enhancing to stay
close to ingroup members and avoid outgroup members who
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might harbor novel pathogens. Consistent with this hypoth-
esis, the more people perceive themselves to be vulnerable to
disease, the more they perceive unfamiliar outgroupmembers
as unsuitable for immigration (Faulkner et al., 2004), and the
more favorable their attitudes are towards ingroup members
(Navarrete & Fessler, 2006). Further still, favorable attitudes
towards ingroup members (Navarrete & Fessler, 2006) and
unfavorable attitudes towards outgroup members (Faulkner
et al., 2004) increase after people are exposed to disease
primes. These findings suggest that avoidant responses to
disease cues are calibrated to chronic individual differences
in the potential costs of infection and with stimuli that
temporarily increase the perceived risk of infection.

1.1. The present research

Our aim is to extend work on cues to disease avoidance
found in intergroup relations. First, researchers (e.g.,
Faulkner et al., 2004; Navarrete & Fessler, 2006; Oaten et
al., 2009; Park et al., 2007) have assumed that disease cues
produce automatic disgust, and attitudinal and behavioral
avoidance responses. However, there is reason to believe that
cognition is an important part of the disease-avoidance
process when infection risk is uncertain. This is likely to be
true where group memberships are used as a cue to infection
risk. Whereas disgust-eliciting cues like body products
represent relatively certain fitness costs, contact with
outgroups can represent a fitness benefit (i.e., we can acquire
new mates, acquire new technologies, and trade) or a fitness
cost (i.e., violence and disease). Further still, the degree of
cost varies depending upon the outgroup encountered, and
the same group can be more or less of a disease threat
depending upon whether or not they are experiencing a
disease outbreak. It would therefore be fitness enhancing if
people could accurately track group membership as a means
of managing infection risk. If this is true, a key component of
a group-tracking process is the accurate identification of
ingroup and outgroup members. Cognition that produces a
basic “us versus them” social categorization would make it
possible to distinguish ingroup from outgroup and thereby
maintain close ties with healthy ingroup members and avoid
diseased outgroup members.

To best track group membership, people should find ways
of making the perceptual contrast between groups maximally
clear. Doing so would decrease the likelihood of mistaking a
diseased outgroup member for a healthy ingroup member.
Critically, if this perceptual contrast is a functional process
designed for disease avoidance, then it should be calibrated
to the potential costs of infection. The greater the potential
cost of making a mistake, the greater the perceptual contrast
between ingroup and outgroup. Therefore, we predict that
the more individuals are disgusted by pathogenic stimuli, the
more they will perceive themselves as similar to ingroup
members and dissimilar from outgroup members, and that
these relationships will be most evident after exposure to
stimuli that increase the salience of disease risk.
Second, an important consideration is the identification of
the kinds of cues that would enable people to track group
memberships accurately. Researchers (i.e., Faulkner et al.,
2004; Navarrete & Fessler, 2006) have found that nationality
is one such cue. However, there are reasons to believe that
accents could also serve this purpose. A group-tracking
disease cue must correlate with group membership, and the
stronger the correlation, the more useful the cue would be for
avoiding disease. Accents could play this role because they
are difficult for nonnative speakers to replicate, and they are
heuristic means of identifying group members by geographic
location. More distant accents will be less familiar and thus
more of a potential disease threat. Further, suggesting the
importance of accents in social categorization, there is
evidence that accents are a stronger cue to group membership
than ethnicity (Rakić, Steffens, & Mummendey, 2011).

Third, we propose that the effects of disgust are highly
domain specific. Researchers have relied exclusively on
Faulkner et al.'s (2004) perceived vulnerability to disease
measure (see also Duncan, Schaller, & Park, 2009). However,
Tybur et al. (2009) have shown that people have independent
disgust reactions to sexual acts, moral indiscretions, and
pathogens. Because we assume that accents are a cue to
infection risk, we expect that individual differences in
pathogen disgust, perhaps sexual disgust, but not moral
disgust, will moderate perceived linguistic distance.

Finally, research shows that the motivation to avoid
physical danger also produces intergroup differentiation
(Miller, Maner, & Becker, 2010). It is therefore important to
employ an appropriate control that would enable us to isolate
the pathogen-avoidance process from a threat like physical
danger. We employ Schaller, Miller, Gervais, Yager, and
Chen's (2010) disease and gun prime stimuli. The disease
prime has been shown to promote an immune response.
Compelling evidence for a domain-specific disease-avoid-
ance reaction to native- and foreign-accented English would
be that our predicted effects are stronger after exposure to a
disease than gun prime.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants and design
Fifty-eight undergraduate students (n=46 female, n=12

male) participated in exchange for course credit (Mage=21.07
years). Participants were randomly assigned to view either a
slide show of images depicting disease symptoms (e.g.,
people sneezing, skin lesions) or guns (e.g., someone
pointing a handgun at a camera). After viewing these
images, participants were presented with voice recordings of
three male speakers: a Floridian, a Scot, and a Sierra
Leonean. Estimates of similarity to the speakers followed in
turn. At the end, participants completed a three-dimension
disgust scale (see Supplementary Materials for other
dependent measures, available on the journal's website at
www.ehbonline.org).

http://www.ehbonline.org
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2.1.2. Materials and procedure
The experiment was conducted during a class. Partici-

pants were randomly assigned to either the disease or gun
prime condition. The disease prime was randomly chosen to
run first, and all participants assigned to the gun condition
left the room. Likewise, at the conclusion of the disease
prime condition, all participants left the room and were
replaced with the participants assigned to the gun prime
condition. The procedures for both groups followed the
same sequence. Namely, it was explained that the study was
in two parts and that it would take approximately 15 min. In
the first part, it was explained that there would be a visual
slide show that would run for 3 min and that it was
important to pay close attention to the images for the full
duration. We then presented the disease (or gun) images
using a projector. These were the 10 images compiled by
Schaller et al. (2010). The images were presented multiple
times in random order for 8 s per image, with a 1-s pause
between image presentations.

Immediately after the slide show, participants were
presented with audio recordings of three male speakers that
were retrieved from the International Dialects of English
Archive (http://web.ku.edu/~idea/). This archive contains
audio recordings of speakers reading a story. From the accent
archive, the speakers were “Florida 3,” “Scotland 13,” and
“Sierra Leone 1.” We sampled a 12–15-s section in which
the speakers read these words:
Even so, on her first morning she felt stressed. She checked
herself in the mirror, and washed her face in a hurry. Then she
put on a plain white dress and furry yellow fleece jacket,
picked up her kit, and headed for work.
This section was chosen because all of the speakers
recited the passage fluently and the content was neutral with
respect to the gun and disease primes. To enhance
comparability, the sample amplitude was equalized across
speakers. The speakers all sounded as if they were in their
early to mid-20s.

Participants were told that the audio samples would be
very brief. They were instructed to listen carefully to the
speakers and to then complete the relevant measures in a
pencil-and-paper questionnaire. After one and a half
minutes, the second audio sample was played, and
evaluations followed. This procedure was followed until all
evaluations were made. Participants evaluated similarity to
the speakers on two items: “How similar is the speaker's
accent to your own?” (1=this accent sounds very similar to
mine, 9=this accents sounds very different from mine,) and
“How foreign does this speaker sound?” (1=not at all
foreign, 9=very foreign). Cronbach's alpha was somewhat
low for the Floridian speaker (α=.65), acceptable for the
Scottish speaker (α=.71), and excellent for the Sierra
Leonean speaker (α=.96). Mean scores were computed as a
measure of accent dissimilarity.

Once participants had provided their evaluations, they
were instructed to turn to the final page of the questionnaire.
Individual differences in disgust were measured using
Tybur et al.'s (2009) three-dimension scale. We measured
disgust at the end of the survey because there is evidence
that simply completing this scale could affect the salience of
disease priming (Navarrete & Fessler, 2006). This 21-item
scale (0=not at all disgusting, 6=extremely disgusting)
contains items that measure disgust regarding morality
(α=.91), sexual acts (α=.85), and pathogens (α=.71). The
means of each subscale were computed as measures of
domain-specific disgust. This page also contained demo-
graphic measures.

2.2. Results

We predicted that increases in pathogen disgust would be
associated with greater perceived dissimilarity from foreign-
accented English speakers and greater similarity to an
American-accented English speaker, particularly after expo-
sure to the disease prime. To test this prediction, we use a
mixed General Linear Model (GLM). Experimental condi-
tion was a between-subjects variable, individual differences
in pathogen disgust were a mean-centered and continuous
between-subjects variable, and perceived differences be-
tween self and the three target speakers were a repeated
measure. Because sexual and moral disgust dimensions are
somewhat correlated with pathogen disgust, it is necessary to
control for the effect of these variables. Importantly, to
generate unbiased estimates of our predicted interaction, it is
also necessary to control for interactions between experi-
mental condition and sexual disgust, and between experi-
mental condition and moral disgust (see Yzerbyt, Muller, &
Judd, 2004).

The GLM revealed a strong main effect for the repeated
measure [F(2,49)=125.04, pb.001]. Participants perceived
the Floridian accent to be less dissimilar from their own
(M=2.48) than the Scot (M=6.75) and Sierra Leonean
(M=7.81). There was also a main effect for pathogen disgust
[F(1,50)=6.83, p=.012], and a marginal interaction between
pathogen disgust and target [F(2,49)=2.59, p=.085]. How-
ever, these effects were qualified by a three-way interaction
of pathogen disgust, experimental condition, and target
[F(2,49)=4.89, p=.012] (Fig. 1).

As can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 1, within the
disease condition, simple slopes analysis (including all of
the same controls) shows that as pathogen disgust
increases, perceived dissimilarity from the Floridian de-
creases [b=−.81, t(50)=1.90, p=.064], and dissimilarity from
the Scot increased (b=1.39, t=4.06, p=.001), as did dissim-
ilarity from the Sierra Leonean, although this slope was
nonsignificant (b=.55, t=1.54, p=.13). Further, again within
the disease prime condition, as pathogen disgust increased,
dissimilarity between the Scot and Floridian increased
(b=2.20, t=3.54, p=.001), as did dissimilarity between the
Sierra Leonean and Floridian (b=1.37, t=2.19, p=.033).

As can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 1, within the
guns condition, there are no discernable effects of pathogen

http://web.ku.edu/~idea/
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Fig. 1. Experiment 1. Three-way interaction between individual differences
in pathogen disgust, accent target, and prime. Disease prime condition, top
panel; guns prime, bottom panel.
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disgust on perceived dissimilarity from the Floridian (b=.42,
t=1.17, p=.25), Scot (b=.08, t=.29, p=.77), or Sierra Leonean
(b=.24, t=.79, p=.44). Further, there was no evidence that
pathogen disgust moderated perceived dissimilarity between
the Floridian and Scot (b=.34, t=.64, p=.52) or between the
Floridian and Sierra Leonean (b=.18, t=.35, p=.73).

As a more stringent test, the slopes of pathogen disgust on
dissimilarity measures ought to be stronger in the disease
prime than gun prime condition. In these analyses,
experimental condition is a between-subjects variable,
pathogen disgust is a continuous moderator, and the same
set of controls is retained. The two-way interaction on each
dissimilarity score tests the hypothesis. The slope of
pathogen disgust on perceived similarity to the Floridian
speaker was stronger in the disease than guns condition
[F(1,50)=4.86, p=.032], as was dissimilarity from the Scot
(F=8.43, p=.005). However, the interaction was not
significant for perceived dissimilarity to the Sierra Leonean
(F=.44, not significant).

We expect that individual differences in pathogen
disgust, perhaps sexual disgust, but not moral disgust, will
moderate perceived linguistic distance. A three-factor GLM
revealed that the interaction between experimental condi-
tion, target speaker, and sexual disgust was nonsignificant
[F(2,49)=.05, p=.95], as was the three-way interaction that
involved moral disgust [F(2,49)=.79, p=.46]. There is no
evidence that sexual or moral disgust moderates perceptions
of accent dissimilarity.

2.3. Discussion

Increases in individual pathogen disgust were associated
with greater perceived dissimilarity from speakers of
foreign-accented English and less dissimilarity from an
ingroup accent, but only after participants were exposed to a
disease prime. These relationships were not in evidence
under a gun prime. This process was domain-specific—
disgust regarding pathogens, but not sex or morality,
produced these effects. These findings are consistent with
the hypothesis that the pathogen-avoidance mechanism
works by perceptually accentuating differences between
oneself and potentially diseased conspecifics, and that accent
is a cue to such differences.

3. Experiment 2

In this experiment, we test a larger sample of participants
and test whether our findings generalize across accent
targets. Further, Faulkner et al. (2004) found that perceived
vulnerability to disease was associated with xenophobic
reactions to unfamiliar but not familiar foreigners. We
therefore test whether these effects are stronger for
unfamiliar than familiar accents.

Because the pathogen-avoidance mechanism can work
through increasing perceived similarity to ingroup members,
dissimilarity from outgroup members, or both, we calculate
meta-contrast ratios (Campbell, 1958). The meta-contrast
principle is a basic finding in cognition where similarities
among stimuli sharing a category membership are accentu-
ated and, at the same time, differences among stimuli falling
in different categories are accentuated. Meta-contrast is a
cognitive mechanism that clarifies the category membership
of stimuli by maximizing the ratio of shared within-category
similarities to intercategory differences. It is possible that the
meta-contrast process is a proximal mechanism that engages
with the functional logic of pathogen avoidance (Reid,
Zhang, Giles, & Harwood, 2010).

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants and design
One hundred and sixty-two undergraduate students

(n=122 female, n=40 male) participated in exchange for
course credit (Mage=19.45 years). Fifty-three participants
failed to write down “American” as their nationality
(12 others failed to state a nationality). It is possible that
many of these participants conflated their nationality with
their ethnicity. Consistent with this interpretation, inspection
of the accent similarity scores show that, of these 53
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participants, 41 judged their accent as highly similar (i.e., 3
or less) to the Floridian speaker (where 1=very similar to my
accent). We therefore retained cases for all participants who
claimed American citizenship. Further, participants who did
not state American nationality (or failed to state) were
retained if their similarity score to the Floridian was 3 or
lower (i.e., below the midpoint of the scale). This left a
sample of N=146. Importantly, the substantive pattern of
findings is not altered with case selection strategy. If we
select only participants who explicitly indicated American
citizenship, the findings are identical.

The experiment closely followed the design and pro-
cedures of Experiment 1. Participants were presented with an
image slide show depicting either disease symptoms or guns,
and then voice recordings of seven male speakers (Florida,
New Zealand, Ireland, Scotland, Romania, Jiangsu, and
Sierra Leone). Estimates of similarity to the speaker
followed, and at the end, participants completed Tybur et al.'s
(2009) three-dimension disgust scale.

3.1.2. Materials and procedure
The experiment was conducted in a teaching laboratory.

Images were presented to groups of 3 to 35 undergraduate
participants. Most sessions had approximately 20 partici-
pants and were run by one of several male or female
researchers. After the disease or guns slide show, participants
were presented with audio recordings of seven male speakers
that were retrieved from the International Dialects of English
Archive. We chose samples of approximately 12–15-s
duration in which all of the speakers read the same words
as those in Experiment 1. Speakers were all male and
sounded as if they were in their 20s. From the accent archive,
the speakers were “Florida 3,” (i.e., ingroup accent) “New
Zealand 6,” “Ireland 11,” “Scotland 13” (i.e., familiar foreign
speakers), “Romania 8,” “Jiangsu 5,” and “Sierra Leone 1”
(i.e., unfamiliar foreign speakers). Six different orders were
constructed. Each began with the Florida accent, but then
presented a group of either three unfamiliar accents or three
familiar accents. The order of accents within these groupings
was organized so that each speaker was placed in the first
position once and randomly into the second or third
positions. The procedures and dependent measures were
otherwise identical to Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Dependent measures
Participants evaluated similarity to the speakers on the

same two items used in Experiment 1. We assumed that
participants would perceive the familiar accents as compris-
ing one outgroup and the unfamiliar accents as comprising a
second. Indeed, the group of dissimilarity and foreignness
items comprised a reliable scale for the New Zealand,
Ireland, and Scotland accents (α=.84), as did the items for the
Romanian, Jiangsu, and Sierra Leone accents (α=.81).
Exploratory factor analysis with oblique rotation confirmed
that participants grouped their evaluations of speakers into
familiar and unfamiliar groups. Mean scores across speakers
were computed as measures of accent dissimilarity. The
mean of the similarity and foreignness scores were averaged
across the New Zealand, Ireland, and Scotland speakers (the
familiar cluster), and across the Romanian, Jiangsu, and
Sierra Leone speakers (the unfamiliar cluster).

To compute meta-contrast ratios, the dissimilarity scores
for the target speaker were divided by the dissimilarity score
for the Floridian. Thus, scores at or below unity mean that
people assimilated themselves, the Floridian speaker and
target to the same category. Scores greater than unity indicate
increasing meta-contrast, and thus greater perceived simi-
larity to the Floridian speaker and dissimilarity from the
target speaker. The meta-contrast ratios for the New Zealand,
Ireland, and Scotland speakers constituted a reliable scale
(α=.90), as did those for the Romanian, Jiangsu, and Sierra
Leonean speakers (α=.97). Mean meta-contrast ratios were
therefore calculated for the groups of near and far speakers.

The disgust scale produced reliable subscales for
pathogens (α=.78), sex acts (α=.82), and morality (α=.78).
Each subscale was mean centered for use in analyses.

3.2. Results

Participants were presented with the Floridian accent, and
then either the familiar then unfamiliar accent groups or the
reverse. Because there is a possibility of an order effect, we
control for order, and because our prediction is an
interaction, we also require controls for interactions between
order with experimental condition and order with pathogen
disgust. As in Experiment 1, we also control for sexual and
moral disgust, and interactions between these variables and
the experimental induction (Yzerbyt et al., 2004).

We predicted that increases in pathogen disgust would be
associated with greater perceived dissimilarity between
ingroup and outgroup accents and that this would be stronger
under a disease prime than under a guns prime. We use a
mixed GLM to test this prediction. Experimental condition
was a between-subjects variable, individual differences in
pathogen disgust were a mean-centered and continuous
between-subjects variable, and the meta-contrast ratios
between the Floridian and familiar accents and the Floridian
and unfamiliar accents were treated as a repeated measure.
Order, order by condition, and order by pathogen disgust
were controlled, as were disgust due to sex acts and moral
indiscretions, and their interactions with experimental
condition. The GLM revealed a strong main effect for the
repeated measure [F(1,135)=152.07, pb.001]. On average,
participants perceived the unfamiliar (M=5.15) accents more
dissimilar than the familiar accents (M=3.95). There was also
an order effect [F(1,135)=10.24, p=.002]. Accents were
perceived more dissimilar when the familiar cluster was
presented first (M=5.08) than when the unfamiliar cluster
was presented first (M=4.08). Further, an order by target
interaction [F(1,135)=5.87, p=.017] showed that participants
perceived greater dissimilarity between the familiar and
unfamiliar clusters when the familiar clusters were presented
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first (Mdiff=1.40) than when the unfamiliar clusters were
presented first (Mdiff=.99). Importantly, the predicted three-
way interaction between pathogen disgust, prime, and target
meta-contrast was significant [F(1,135)=13.47, pb.001]
(Fig. 2).

As can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 2, within the
disease condition, simple slopes analysis (with all the
controls described above) shows that as pathogen disgust
increases, perceived dissimilarity to the familiar accents
increased (b=1.02, t=2.82, p=.006), as did perceived
dissimilarity to the unfamiliar accents (b=1.59, t=3.70,
pb.001). Further, the latter slope was significantly stronger
than the former (b=.56, t=2.71, p=.008).

As can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, within the
guns condition, simple slopes analysis shows that as
pathogen disgust increases, perceived dissimilarity to the
familiar accents increased (b=.77, t=3.24, p=.001), as did
perceived dissimilarity to the unfamiliar accents (b=.56,
t=1.96, p=.052). In this case, there was no evidence that
these slopes differed in magnitude (b=.20, t=1.49, p=.14).

If our hypothesis is correct, the slope of pathogen disgust
on perceived dissimilarity should be stronger under the
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Fig. 2. Experiment 2. Three-way interaction between individual differences
in pathogen disgust, prime, and accent contrast. Disease prime, top panel;
guns prime, bottom panel.
disease prime than guns prime. To compare these slopes,
experimental condition is a between-subjects variable,
pathogen disgust is a continuous moderator, and all controls
described above are included. The interaction of pathogen
disgust and experimental condition tests our hypothesis.
Confirming prediction, the slope of pathogen disgust on
perceived dissimilarity to the unfamiliar accents was stronger
under the disease than the guns prime [F(1,135)=5.83,
p=.017]. However, the slope of pathogen disgust on
perceived dissimilarity from familiar accents was not signi-
ficantly different under the disease and guns primes
[F(1,135)=.62, not significant].

If this process is domain specific, pathogen disgust should
have the effects that we just described, but individual
differences in disgust regarding sexual acts or morality
should not. Indeed, the three-factor GLM described at the
outset revealed that the three-way interaction between
experimental condition, target speaker, and sexual disgust
was nonsignificant [F(1,135)=.41, p=.52]. However, there
was a main effect for sexual disgust [F(1,135)=10.25,
p=.002]. Increases in sexual disgust are associated with
increases in perceived linguistic dissimilarity. Further, the
three-way interaction that involved moral disgust was
nonsignificant [F(1,135)=.02, p=.88]. Pathogen disgust,
but not sexual or moral disgust, moderated the effect of
disease primes on perceived linguistic dissimilarity.

3.3. Discussion

As pathogen disgust increased, participants perceived that
unfamiliar foreign accents were increasingly distant from
their own, and this was particularly true after participants
were exposed to pathogenic stimuli. For familiar foreign
accents, however, there were significant relationships
between pathogen disgust and perceived dissimilarity
under both the disease and guns primes, but these slopes
were not significantly different. These findings are consistent
with our hypothesis that perceptual linguistic distance is a
disease-avoidance mechanism. As in Experiment 1, these
effects were not in evidence when disgust related to sexual
acts or moral indiscretions was a moderating variable.
However, there was a main effect for sexual disgust. It may
be that accents are also a cue to sexual attractiveness because
of differential disease risk. In any case, the findings suggest
that accent dissimilarity perceptions are domain-specific
reactions to pathogenic threats.

4. General discussion

Two experiments provided evidence for what we believe
to be a new psychological phenomenon. People perceived
ingroup and outgroup accents as increasingly dissimilar from
one another as individual differences in pathogen disgust
increased, and this effect was most pronounced after
exposure to a disease prime. Further, pathogen disgust, but
not disgust due to sexual acts or moral indiscretions,
moderated these distance perceptions. The perception of
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linguistic distance appears to be a domain-specific cognitive
process that enables the tracking of group memberships that
are correlated with potential infection risks.

As far as we are aware, all previous research shows that
responses to pathogenic threats are automatic emotional
reactions and that these reactions “compel negative attitudes
and aversive behavioral responses” (Park et al., 2007,
p. 410). In fact, Oaten et al. (2009) propose that “disgust-
based disease avoidance should be both automatic and fairly
impenetrable to cognition, to ensure that all disease signals,
false or real, are acted upon” (p. 305). This raises an
interesting question: How can we reconcile evidence that
the disease-avoidance process is rooted in automatic
emotional responses with our evidence that the process is
affected by cognition?

We propose that cognition can affect disease-avoidance
processes when the link between the disgust-evoking cue
and the probability of infection is variable and potentially
associated with a fitness benefit. However, when a disease
cue is present and the likelihood of contagion is high, and
contact with its carrier rarely confers a fitness benefit, then
automatic disgust responses should evolve. Thus, automatic
disgust responses are adaptive reactions to feces, vomit, and
blood, none of which produce fitness benefits. Contact with
outgroups, however, can confer a fitness cost (i.e., they are a
source of violence and disease), or they can confer fitness
benefits (i.e., trade, mates, and technologies). Further still,
groups can experience outbreaks of disease that ebb and flow
over time, thus dynamically varying the cost of social
contact. An automatic disgust reaction to outgroups would
effectively decrease the likelihood of infection, but it would
also prevent one from capitalizing on potential fitness gains,
and it would also be ill suited to tracking groups that vary in
infection risk over time. Cognition is suited to tracking
dynamic infection risks of the kind that is represented by
contact with outgroups.

Another novel aspect of our findings is that we extend
work which shows that the disease-avoidance process can be
hypervigilant to disease-connoting cues like obesity and
disabilities (Park et al., 2007). Accents appear to be a similar
cue to infection risk. But why are accents a cue for pathogen
avoidance? One possibility is that accents are highly
correlated with languages, and languages are correlated
with novel pathogens. Indeed, languages are strongly
correlated with genetic variability (Cavalli-Svorza, Minch,
& Mountain, 1992), and more pathogen-rich environments
contain more languages (Fincher & Thornhill, 2008). It may
be that accents are a proxy for these other more strongly
disease-linked cues.

Previous work has also shown that perceived vulnerabil-
ity to disease is an individual difference that increases
xenophobic (i.e., Faulkner et al., 2004) and ethnocentric
attitudes (Navarrete & Fessler, 2006). Our study goes one
step further and demonstrates that this process is highly
domain specific. Pathogenic risk specifically, and not disgust
due to sexual acts or moral indiscretions, moderated the
effect of disease primes on perceived linguistic distinctive-
ness. Nonetheless, there was evidence in Experiment 2 that
increases in sexual disgust were associated with perceived
linguistic dissimilarity. It may be that foreign-accented
speakers are perceived as less sexually attractive because
they are perceived to be potential sources of disease.

In sum, our findings provide evidence for a novel
psychological process—cognition tracks perceived accent
dissimilarity because accents are a cue to infection risk. This
finding complements previous work which shows that the
disease-avoidance mechanism is an automatic, disgust-based
response to disease cues. When a disease source is very
likely to lead to infection, then it is also likely for humans to
have evolved an automatic disgust reaction. However, when
the linkage between pathogenic source and infection is
variable, and when contact can produce fitness costs or
benefits, then a cognitive evaluation likely mediates the
avoidance of potentially diseased outgroups. Accents appear
to be used as a cue to track these dynamic infection risks that
are posed by outgroups.

Supplementary Materials

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.evolhumbehav.2011.12.009.
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